
 

1 Hi ___________ (student’s name), 

 

Welcome to the Wonderland of Economics! 

 

I’m your guide and assistant during this adventure.  

 

Of course it is not hard to become a successful explorer, but, not easy either.  

 

There are several steps you need to go through. 

 

 

 

Confused now? Well, take your time. Let me explain it in details.  

 

Step 1 Daily Work 

Daily Work is as a preparation and the foundation of the adventure. It is compulsory that 

you need to complete the following missions every day: 

i. Listen to the lecture and take notes  
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ii. Do the reading and summarise the main point 

iii. Add new economic terms into your personal glossary  

iv. Finish the homework question on textbook  

Each mission is worth 1 Star. To complete this stage, you need to gain a total of 4 starts in 

order to go to the next step. 

 

Step 2 Layer-C Task 

Your mission on this stage is to complete the Layer-C tasks; each mission is worth 1 Star. 

It is your own option of choosing one or two tasks, which you think suits your ability and 

you could deliver a better performance.  

You need to achieve at least 80 per cent of accurate rate to earn a star in order to complete 

this step and go up to next stage. 

 

Step 3 Layer-B Task 

Your mission on this stage is to complete the Layer-B tasks; each mission is worth 2 Star. 

Same with step 2, it is your own option of choosing one or two tasks, which you think suits 

your ability and you could deliver a better performance.  

You need to achieve at least 80 per cent of accurate rate to earn a star in order to complete 

this step and go up to next stage. 

 

Step 4 Layer-A Task 

Now you are very close to your final destination of this adventure! 

Your mission on this stage is to complete the Layer-A tasks; each mission is worth 3 Star. 

Same with step 2&3, it is your own option of choosing one or two tasks, which you think 

suits your ability and you could deliver a better performance.  

You need to achieve at least 80 per cent of accurate rate to earn a star in order to complete 

this step and go up to next stage. 

 

There are 3 important rules you should notice:  



 

3 1. From Step 2 to Step 4, you are required to do at least 3 missions. The extra missions you 

do will be counted as extra marks for you; 

2. You are highly encouraged to challenge yourself. Thus, you need to choose missions 

from at least two layers from Step 2 to Step 4; 

3. For those of you who of you want to challenge yourself furthest and consider missions 

in Step 2 are as easy as a piece of cake, just come to me and apply for starting straight 

away from Step 3.  

 

 

 

Now the question is, after completing all the missions, how could you know what type of 

explorer are you? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Total Star You Earned Type of Explorer You Are 

★★★★★★★★ Explorer 
★★★★★★★★★ Adventurer 
★★★★★★★★★★ King of Adventure 

 

 

Is everything clear to you? Feel free to talk to me at any time! 

 

Are you ready? Please write down your name and your goal/goals here. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

And ….. let’s get started!  


